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PRESS RELATIONS

We help you get in touch with the most relevant press actors in your area to ensure you 
good echoes to your event, your product presentation, your message

PRESS RELEASES

We, taking into account our experience of press and media do realize press releases for you 
in order to get a maximal echo for your news. After sending the press release, we contact 
the journalists to ensure they understand the importance of the your information.

Afterwards, we come back to you to make a synthese of the published or echoed 
information.

PRESS CONFERENCES

We organise the press conferences for you and we esnure the presence of a maximum of 
journalists at your press conference.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

We ensure the public relations of your company, your association, your think thank.

EU AFFAIRS

We follow daily the activities of the european parliament, the european commission and the 
european council and we can help you regarding to all eu-issues and we emphasize our 
contacts with seral MEP's.

* an activity of DESNERCK MEDIA Ltd (inc England&Wales 07288954)



E-MARKETING

We have an external partner who ensures your e-reputation and e-presence on social 
networks like facebook, linkedin, youtube, twitter, netvibes, scoot.it, .........

Contact: 

+32470839201

migdesnerck@yahoo.co.uk

* an activity of DESNERCK MEDIA Ltd (inc England&Wales 07288954)

OUR TEAM

Miguel D. DESNERCK, the “entrepreneur”

Belgian, with a degree law and international relations. founder of emagazines, of a 
consulting company and a daily public relations man, he is “the entrepreneur” of the team, 
the man who knows everyone and likes to get to know more people every day to extend his 
network. He fluently speaks french, dutch, german, spanish, italian and english.

Henry BORZI,  the “journalist”

Italian, with a degree political sciences, he is editor in chief of JOURNAL DES VIGNOBLES and 
VINEYARDS PAPER and contributes to different italian-speaking and english-speaking 
magazines. He is daily at the european parliament and is really the “pen” of the team. He 
has also good skills for video reporting. He fluently speaks french, italian, english, spanish 
and portuguese.


